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To Help You to Decide
THE manufacture of ioo,000,000blasting caps without a complaint,
and 20,000,000 electric blasting caps
with only one valid complaint involving
a small number, is the present record of
our Port Ewen plant. It is a record of
which we are not ashamed, and which
we are naturally striving to maintain;
but after all, the record itself is not the
important thing to our customers.
In any process which involves the
human factor largely, as does the manu-
facture, inspection, and testing of blast-
ing caps, perfection is unattainable. The
nearness to which it can be approached
depends upon the skill and conscien-
tiousness of the workers; and upon the
vigilance with which checks are ap-
plied by persons, themselves liable to
error, upon the performance of others
subject to the same liability. This prac-
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tically perfect record of ours for a cer-
tain period should interest customers
only as it indicates that our force is able
and careful, and that our supervising
and testing are accurate.
When a manufacturer can say this,
it is difficult truthfully to say more. It
then becomes merely a question of
degree; for ability, and carefulness, and
accuracy are relative terms. We wish
it were possible to take all of you who
use blasting caps or electric blasting
caps through our plant so that you
might decide at first hand how far we
have traveled towards the impossible
goal of pefection in manufacturing. This
is not practicable, but to assist you to
form your own opinions of this, in suc-
ceeding advertisements we shall go be-
hind our record of performance and de-
scribe some of the means we use which
made the record possible.
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In this age of electricity
the General Electric
Company has blazed
the trail of electrical pro-
gress. You will find its
monogram on the giant
generators used by
lighting companies;
and even on the lamps
and little motors that
mean so much in the
home. It is a symbol
of useful service.
HENRY CAVENDISH
1731 - 1810
English chemist and physicist,
of whom Biot said, "He was
the richest of the learned and
the most learned of the rich.
His last great achievement was
his famous experiment to de-
termine the density of the earth.
He first made
water from gases
Henry Cavendish, an eccentric millionaire
recluse, who devoted his life to research,
was the discoverer of the H and the 0 in
H20. In fact he first told the Royal Society
of the existence of hydrogen.
He found what water was by making it
himself, and so became one of the first of
the synthetic chemists.
Cavendish concluded that the atmosphere
contained elements then unknown. His
conclusion has been verified by the dis-
covery of argon and other gases.
The Research Laboratories of the General
Electric Company have found a use for
argon in developing lamps hundreds of
times brighter than the guttering candles
which lighted Cavendish's laboratory.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
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THE SOUTH PARK BOULEVARD VIADUCT
(By T. L. Condron, M. W. S. E., '90'
A PROMINENT feature of the new lake front
development by the South Park Commission-
ers is the viaduct to be erected at East Twenty-third
Street across the widened right-of-way of the Illinois
Central Railroad to connect Grand Boulevard (ex-
tended), now South Park Avenue, with a boulevard
in the new Lake Front Park, extending along the en-
tire water front of Chicago from Grant Park to Jack-
son Park.
Work which is now under way will create this great
addition to the South Park system by filling in the
shallow waters of the lake shore just east of the Illi-
nois Central Railroad's right-of-way, south from
Roosevelt Road (12th Street) and the Field Museum
to Fifty-first Street, where it will connect with the
north end of Jackson Park.
South Park Avenue extends three and one-half
miles south from the intersection of Twenty-second
Street and the Illinois Central Railroad's right-of-way
to the northwest corner of Washington Park, two
miles west of the lake shore. Below thirty-fifth Street
this Avenue has been widened to 198 feet and is called
Grand Boulevard. North of Thirty-fifth Street it is
now but sixty-six feet wide, but is to be widened to
198 feet, thus making a wide boulevard from Wash-
ington Park to Twenty-third Street. At Twenty-third
Street the boulevard will be carried east over the via-
duct across the right-of-way of the Illinois Central
Railroad to the new park east of that right-of-way
and then will continue north, passing the new Stadium
and the Field Museum to Grant Park where several
cross boulevards connect with Michigan Avenue.
A contract ordinance between the City of Chicago,
the South Park Commissioners and the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad Company, providing for the Lake Front
Improvement was passed by the City Council July
21st, 1919. This ordinance provides that the viaduct
shall be built by the South Park Commissioners and
when it is built, the Illinois Central Railroad Company
shall build an approach from Twenty-second Street
and Calumet Avenue on land to be acquired by the
*Consulting Engineer, Chicago,
No. 8
city. Provision is also made that an additional width
of 45 ft. shall be added to the viaduct across the Illi-
nois Central right-of-way by the Illinois Central Rail-
road Company, whenever a harbor is created on the
lake front east of Twenty-second Street.
That part of the west approach, south of the north
line of the boulevard viaduct extending west, is to be
built and maintained by the South Park Commission-
ers and north of the same line is to be built and main-
tained by the Illinois Central Railroad Company.
In conformity with the recommendations of the
Chicago Plan Commission the west approach plaza
has been made somewhat larger in area than was at
first intended. In accordance with the ordinance, pro-
vision has been made in the design for two street car
tracks over the viaduct and plaza and on the north-
west approach.
Under this ordinance the railroad's right-of-way at
this point was widened from 200 ft. to approximately
632 ft. It was specified that the spans of the viaduct
should be not less than 41 feet in the clear, but where
the arrangement of the railroad tracks made it neces-
sary, the spans might be increased to a maximum of
100 ft.
Nothing was specified as to the width of the sup-
porting piers, but the officials of the Railroad Com-
pany insisted that the piers should be of minimum
width consistent with safe design, as in any case piers
would not only effect track spacing under the viaduct,
but for long distances north and south of the viaduct.
The clearance line above the Railroad's right-of-way
was fixed by the ordinance by specified elevations
above city datum. At the west right-of-way line the
elevation of the clearance line was fixed at elevation
plus 38.3 feet rising uniformly toward the east to a
point 90 feet west of the east right-of-way line where
it was to reach elevation plus 41.0 feet and then con-
tinue horizontal to the east line. The depth of the
structure was limited to 41/2 ft. except that girders
might project above the roadway surface at the curb
lines. As the viaduct is to be 120 ft. wide with curbs
86 ft. apart, there would be no structural advantage
gamed by having girders project above the roadwa-.-
at the curl) lines. It was desired that the grades on
the approaches and viaduct should not exceed 34'4 .
This structure will be the most conspicuous bridge
or viaduct thus far erected in Chicago. being located
about one mile from the proposed terminal station of
the several railroads using the Illinois Central trackl.
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over which several millions of people pass annually.
It will be in sight of the boulevards, both east and
west of the railroad tracks. As now designed, the
viaduct rises to an elevation more than 50 ft. above
lake level or about 40 ft. above the general level of the
streets, railroad tracks and park grades. The east end
of the viaduct is planned to connect with an artificial
hill or mound, the top of which is to be 280 ft., in di-
ameter and 43 ft. above lake level or about 60 ft. above
the original lake bed. The location and surroundings
of this viaduct led the designers to give unusual study
to the lines and proportions of the structure, in order
to make it beautiful as well as to have it meet the de-
mands of good engineering for strength and economy.
The first studies were based upon a series of long span
flat arches, carried upon piers of suitable proportions.
However, certain fixed track conditions at both the
east and west sides of the right-of-way made the prob-
lem difficult. The Railroad Company objected to the
spaces taken up by the width of the piers for any
design based upon arch spans and also insisted that
three spans should each be at least 93 ft. in the clear.
This resulted in limiting the design to girder spans
and eliminated several studies where a maximum span
length of 80 ft. had been used. Track centers were
assumed as spaced 13 ft. apart and clearance from
track centers to structure as 7 ft. 6 in., except that the
clearance from track centers to the right-of-way lines
was fixed at 9 ft. Therefore, the problem resolved
itself into the maximum number of track spaces com-
bined with the minimum sizes and numbers of sup-
ports that might be fitted into the definite width of the
right-of-way. This finally worked out to a nearly
symmetrical arrangement.
It will be seen that no opportunity was given for a
braced tower in this long steel trestle, and that the
widths of the supports are so slender that it was dif-
ficult so to design the structure as to make its lines
pleasing to the eye. The results attained are, however,
very satisfactory. The sweeping curve extending
across the entire structure, combined with the slight
curving of the bottom chords of the girders and the
merging of these lines with the vertical lines of the
supports, produces a structure of dignified and grace-
ful appearance.
It was found to be necessary to raise the surface of
the roadway slightly above that specified at the west
abutment, but this could be done without making the
approach grade exceed 3%. This 3% grade of the
roadway continues about half way across the viaduct
merging into a vertical curve, the apex of which is at
elevation plus 48.7 ft. This in turn merges into a
descending 3% grade toward the east to the crest of
the mound, at elevation plus 43.0 ft.
The general plan and elevations of the east ap-
proach show a winding ramp, and terminal mound,
the structure ending at the crest of a great circular
embankment or mound, 280 ft. in diameter at its top,
43 ft. above lake level, with surrounding slopes of four
to one. In the center of this mound it is proposed to
erect a monumental feature of imposing character.
The boulevard will encircle this central feature and
turn north from the crest of the mound on a down-
ward grade of 3%. In about 1100 feet the surface of
the boulevard will be down to an elevation 10 feet
above lake level, and then gradually ascending, it will
pass the stadium site and rise to an elevation 33 ft.
above lake level, just east of the Field Museum.
Fully one half million cubic yards of filling are re-
quired to be placed hydraulically to make this mound
and the embankment of the north roadway. The
enormous weight of this great mound is certain to
produce horizontal pressure through the plastic clay
of the old lake bottom and therefore it is not deemed
advisable to put in the foundations for the east half
of the viaduct until this mound has been in place and
a condition of equilibrium has been established. A
similar fill east of the Field Museum caused a piling
and rock filled breakwater to move east 50 ft. and be
lifted vertically 12 ft.
We have therefore suggested an alternate scheme
for the east approach which would, in a large measure,
obviate the danger of lateral pressure from the pro-
posed high mound. This scheme provides a curved
driveway making a complete turn around whatever
monumental feature may be placed at the intersection
of the axes of the viaduct and the north boulevard.
This curved driveway would descend from the viaduct
on a uniform grade of 3%, the same as on the west
approach and would add about 500 feet of travel for
the driver north bound and about 1200 feet of travel
for the driver west bound. The viaduct, with this sug-
gested approach, would have a more symmetrical ap-
pearance than that shown in accepted design, and the
feature would in every way add to, rather than detract
from, the beauty and charm of the park drive. It
would be similar to the widely known feature of the
great Columbia Highway in Oregon where the drive-
way circles around Crown Point on a gradually de-
scending grade, bringing into view the scenery up and
down the Columbia river as the turn is made. In the
center of this circular driveway, there might be placed
a beautiful structure such as a replica of the famous
Administration Building of the World's Fair of 1893,
giving a useful as well as beautiful pavilion which
would be a point of attraction for thousands of motor-
ists at all seasons of the year. This would be. a fitting
architectural feature in keeping with the Field Mu-
seum and the Stadium.
Of immediate importance is the possibility of obvi-
ating the disturbance to the foundations of the via-
duct, by imposing so great a load on the plastic clay
of the old lake bed as the weight of the proposed
mound, rising at least 30 feet above the surrounding
ground, all of which will be newly made fill. The ad-
ditional structure required would cost no more than
the amount of filling and in fact, if account is taken
of the filling necessary for grading the proposed
boulevard to the south and the one to the east, both
of which are contemplated, the saving would not only
pay for the additional approach structure but leave
a large amount to apply toward the cost of the sug-
gested pavilion.
The plaza at the west end of the viaduct is formed
by the junction of the approaches from the south, and
northwest. This plaza, with an east and west axis of
340 ft. and a north and south axis of 285 ft., will be an
elevated structure of reinforced concrete.
The main viaduct is to be of structural steel, and
is to be encased in concrete with a reinforced concrete
deck. There are, in fact, three independent structures
of three spans each, with six lines of parallel girders,
supported on columns and connected by transverse
(Continued on Page 14)
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ADVANCES IN ENGINEERING ETHICS
,By Dr. C E. Drayer
Secretary American Association of Engineers.
THE necessity for a code of ethics to crystalizeopinion in the profession and more especially
for the guidance of young engineers has quite gener-
ally been recognized for some time. The younger en-
gineers are naturally students of precedent and anxi-
ous to uphold and be worthy of the noble profession
to which they aspire.
If we should select a man of ideal character and set
down in words his actions in contact with others, and
formulate the principles governing his conduct, we
should have a code of ethics. Ethics is nothing but
the principles of right conduct established by the cus-
tom of the well-intentioned. The twentieth century
accepts, among other principles, the following as ap-
plicable to all humanity:
"The honesty which is unswerving.
The truthfulness which abhors a lie.
The helpfulness which lightens the burdens of
life.
The human sympathy which gladdens aching
hearts.
The honor which scorns to take a mean advant-
age.
The courage which always dares to do right, and
The courtesy of kindliness."
Ethics, as distinguished from civil law, means
guidance of conduct from springs within. In the full-
est sense of the word, a gentleman comprehends ethics
and his training begins in these things not when he
has reached college but at the hearthstone and at his
mother's knee. In college, those things that appeal to
his growing intellectual powers and better self are laid
before him for selection of the best. Worthiness of
character is in the fibre. It can not be injected by
mechanical means.
Yet here and there are examples of deliberate un-
professional conduct, illustrated by the engineer, now.
living and practicing, who acted as engineer on the
one hand and as contractor on the other for the
same job in a small community where ignorance of the
town trustees was such as to allow them to be told
one kilowatt might be better or larger than another.
This so-called engineer specified a non-standard dyna-
mo and as contractor bought a secondhand standard
dynamo and put on it a metal plate showing that it
conformed with the specifications.
Disciplinary action in such cases, when promptly
and courageously undertaken, does much to establish
the profession in the high regard it must win from
the public if it is to be a profession and not a trade.
There is no organization in society but will suffer
destruction from within unless it protects itself from
the irresponsible few whose assumptions of duty never
rise higher than the plane of selfishness.
For a group like doctors, lawyers, or engineers, a
code of ethics is a statement of principles of right con-
duct for that grolT and must be revised from time to
time to keep pace with the living people. One illustra-
tion suffices. If a group of engineers fifty years ago
had drafted a code of ethics, it would doubtless have
been confined to the relations between engineers as
members of a fraternity dealing with technical infor-
mation and the advancement of the science of material
things. But any code of ethics of a professional body
written or revised today would place the rights of tie
public as paramount, while a code of engineering eth-
ics written or revised in 1930 probably would empha-
size human well being and the predictable social con-
sequences of any undertaking of this industr:al ag2.
Today even commerce takes on professional asp' :ts
and has a code of ethics. The International Associa-
tion of Rotary Clubs has been working on a campaign
for the writing of codes of standards of correct pro-
cedure for each business or profession. A code of
ethics does not connote "profession" but every pro-
fession must give special attention to standards of
conduct for guidance of members in order that
the public may know what to expect from them. Ac-
countants, architects, doctors, teachers, lawyers, lib-
rarians, journalists, druggists, engineers have codes
of ethics, but, in the technical sense, ministers have
none because of the rigid general standards to which
they are dedicated. The physician has had ethical
codes since the days of Hippocrates.
Engineers being members of a new profession, have
reduced ethics to a code but recently. The first soci-
ety of engineering was the Institution of Civil Engi-
neers in England, established in 1818. The Boston
Society of Engineers was organized in 1848 and the
American Society of Civil Engineers in 1852, but en-
gineering organization was not very effective until in
the early eighties.
For about the last fifteen years engineering societies
have been studying the formulation of codes with, at
first, more indifference than effect until now the na-
tional technical societies have, through a joint com-
mittee, drafted a code of ethics as follows:
1. The Engineer will carry on his professional
work in a spirit of fairness to employer and
contractors, fidelity to clients and employers,
loyalty to his country, and devotion to high
ideals of courtesy and personal honor.
2. He will refrain from associating himself
with or allowing the use of his name by an
enterprise of questionable character.
3. He will advertise only in a dignified manner,
being careful to avoid misleading statements.
4. He will regard as confidential any informa-
tion obtained by him as to the business af-
fairs and technical methods or processes of
a client or employer.
5. He will inform a client or employer of any
business connections, interests or affiliations
which might influence his judgment or im-
pair the disinterested quality of his services.
6. He will refrain from using any improper or
questionable methods of soliciting profes-
sional work and will decline to pay or to ac-
cept commissions for securing such work.
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7. He will accept compensation, financial or
otherwise, for a particular service from one
source only, except with the full knowledge
and consent of all interested parties.
8. He will not use unfair means to win profes-
sional advancement or to injure the chances
of another engineer to secure and hold em-
ployment.
9. He will co-operate in upbuilding the Engi-
neering Profession by exchanging general
information and experience with his fellow
engineers and students of engineering and
also by contributing to the work of engineer-
ing societies, schools of applied sciences, and
the technical press.
10. He will interest himself in the public wel-
fare in behalf of which he will be ready to
apply his special knowledge, skill and train-
ing for the use and benefit of mankind.
However, it has remained for the American Asso-
ciation of Engineers, the American Institute of Con-
sulting Engineers and the American Institute of
Architects to give more attention than any others to
the administration of ethics, making procedure a vir-
ile helpful thing to the profession. The remainder of
this article will be devoted to the development and
procedure in the American Association of Engineers.
Case Method of Engineers' Applied Ethics
In building a code of ethics and establishing prin-
ciples of good professional conduct, the American As-
sociation of Engineers started with a simple code
written by a man of as high character as could be
found in the profession. Out of his three score years
and ten of honorable conduct, he set down a declara-
tion. So came "The Engineers' Applied Ethics" from
the hands of the late Dr. Isham Randolph. This was
intended and has served as an expression of the ideals
of the profession rather than as detailed rules of con-
duct.
But to make the code an actual living thing that
would help develop the service of the engineer to
maximum usefulness, both by harmonious co-opera-
tion between engineers and by declaration of faith for
the review and confidence of a disinterested public, the
code must be filled out and applied to everyday life.
As specific cases arose needing consideration, they
were referred to a Practice Committee for the state-
ment and application of underlying principles, and
were ultimately published without names of persons
or places involved. They became the basis of discus-
sion and were thus woven into the daily thought and
ideas of the profession. The body of decisions was
threaded through with the principles that were lately
woven together by the Practice Committee into forty-
five "Specific Principles for Good Professional Con-
duct."
After the Practice Committee (established in 1919)
had been in operation for a while, it was observed that
cases divided themselves rather naturally into (a)
those in which the facts were unquestioned, in which
it was necessary to determine whether the acts were
in accord.with the code, and (b) those in which facts
and personalities were quite controversial which re-
quired much care in procedure. In all, forty-four sep-
arate cases have been decided and the forty-fifth is
now before the Practice Committee.
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A question or series of questions may be brought be-
fore the Board of Directors by any person or group
and, if found pertinent, will be referred to the Practice
Committee for formulation, study and findings. After
the case has been reduced by the Committee to state-
ments of fact and the questions involved, it is pub-
lished in "Professional Engineer", the Association's
official publication, with the invitation to anyone in-
terested to submit comment or information. The
Practice Committee then makes its findings and sub-
mits the whole to the Board of Directors for approval.
When approved, it becomes a part of the law of the
Association.
Case 45, recently published for comment, is of very
great importance to both the profession and the pub-
lic and might well be the basis for a talk to students
on ethics and written discussions by them.
"Several instances have recently been reported
of cities inviting engineers, by letter or advertise-
ment.
(a) To submit competitive bids or sealed pro-
posals for furnishing specified engineering
services.
(b) To furnish, with their bids, bonds for the
satisfactory performance of their services.
(c) To furnish, with their bids, a guarantee
that the cost of construction will not ex-
ceed their estimates.
Q. 1—Are any principles of good professional
conduct violated by engineers tendering
their services under the terms outlined?
Q. 2—Formulate principles to cover the proper
conduct of engineers with regard to such
conditions."
Case 15 is so complete as to be self-explanatory.
"A firm of engineers by name of A, located at
B in State C, advertise and sell their services as
consulting engineers. They are also manufac-
turers' representatives for several of the largest
manufacturers in the United States. Among
others, they act as consulting engineers for the
city of B on work which they recommend and on
which they write specifications. They also give
prices to contractors and bid on the machinery.
Question: Is it ethical for A to sell their services
as consulting engineers to the city of B and
also, acting in the capacity of sales engineers
or manufacturers' representatives, to furnish
prices on the commodities that they sell to
contractors bidding on the work of city B
when A makes a recommendation of award?
Answer: Generally, no. There might be a pe-
culiar combination of circumstances where
this might be correct, but never could it be
undertaken without the fullest publicity, and
then only in cases where the public interest
demands it.
Question: In the above case, would the situation
be altered if A made a direct bid to city B
for the required commodities or machinery?
Answer: Generally, no. Exception under con-
ditions mentioned above.
(Continued on Page 18)
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ATHLETICS
BASEBALL
We are laying to the inclement weather, together
with the fact that we have not, as yet, acquired a suit-
able playing field, the fact that the Engineers have not
yet hit their stride as a baseball team. Misfortune has
also camped on the trail of the team, with Captain
Brettell the first victim of the jinx. Dowen, Fischer,
Wolf and Bogardus have also been under the weather,
and, as a result, Rose has won only one game out of
the four starts of the season. A victory was scored
over Merom, while the defeats were at the hands of
the Illinois State Normal, Purdue, Wabash and Indi-
ana State Normal.
In spite of these reverses, much credit must be given
to Coach Clark and Captain Brettell for the earnest
efforts they have put forth, as it is well known that
it takes more than a week or two to whip a ball team
into condition.
Work is being done on the Rose playing field, and
it is expected that a good diamond will soon be a part
of our campus equipment. It is also expected that this
improvement will find a parallel in the team, as a
place where the boys can practice without fear of
breaking a leg in a rabbit hole will do much toward
giving them a confidence which has not as yet been
inspired in them.
TRACK
In the opening track event of the year, Rose Vars:ty
was defeated by Normal, the final count being 71-59.
The Rose yearlings, however, avenged the defeat by
soundly trouncing the Normal first year men. Credit-
able work was done by Swalls, Piper, Wade and
Reinking, and in Varsity competition next year, they
should show to good advantage.
Captain Schoonover has proved the most con-
sistent of the Varsity performers, and is a sure point-
maker in the weights events. White, Mayrose and
Withrow are others who have been getting results in
their events.
In the meet with DePauw on Saturday, April 26,
the brilliant and well balanced Tiger team decisively
defeated the Engineers, but when it is considered that
DePauw has one of the finest track teams in the West,
it will be seen that a defeat at their hands is not to be
regretted too deeply.
ROMANCE
Just imagine yourself cast away on a tropical isle, far
from the paths of commerce and possible rescue, together
with a beautiful young, unmarried girl, the idol of your
dreams, with whom you would rapidly fall in love and
who will return your love with a passion as intense and
devoted as your own, as you pass the days like two chil-
dren of nature beneath the warm southern skies, fed by
the profusion of wild lg.° vying things and sheltered by the
spreading palm. . . .
Yes, just imagine it, and that's about as near as you'll
ever get to it.
NOVEL USES FOR ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT
With the recent development of powerful sources
of ultra-violet light there have come many uses of in-
dustrial importance. The most outstanding of these
is the testing of the permanence of colored fabrics by
the rays. Fading qualities of fabrics were formerly
determined by exposing them to sunlight for a long
period. Now, however, the same test may be applied
by the use of the ultra-violet rays, completing the
process in a very much shorter time.
The most interesting applications are those con-
nected with fluoresence. Many substances glow quite
brightly when exposed to the rays in a dark room,
the color and intensity of the glow affording a means
of distinguishing one from another. It has been
demonstrated that by this means artificial pearls are
at once distinguished from natural ones, and it is even
possible to distinguish Oriental natural pearls from
Japanese cultivated ones. Stones of the same kind do
not fluoresce identically if they come from different
regions, so that it is possible to tell whether two dia-
monds came from different regions or were cut from
the same stone.
—Scientific American.
HIGH VOLTAGE DEMONSTRATIONS
Recently, at the high voltage laboratory of the
Westinghouse Electric Company, demonstrations of
high voltages were made for the members of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers and some
visiting engineers of other countries. Flashing zig-
zag arcs and high potential surges were included in
the demonstrations.
The feature of the demonstrations was the forming
of a 42 foot arc at a potential of 1,000,000 volts. This
was the largest controlled arc ever made artificially
and it sets a world's record for laboratory work. The
length of the arc, the tremendous voltage behind it,
and the deep roar that accompanied it, combined to
produce a peculiar feeling of awe at the mighty elec-
trical forces under the control of a man's finger.
Following the forming of the arc, there was a
demonstration of the efficiency of the horn gap. A
15 foot horn was constructed and an arc was induced
at a potential of 200,000 volts. The arc rose slowly, due
to the hot air produced, with a tearing noise, to the
end of the horn, blew out and immediately re-estab-
lished at the base. It rose again and again until the
circuit was opened. This self-extinguishing feature
is used daily on power systems to relieve surges and
lightning strokes.
In the Department of Agriculture Bulletin 1203, by
Harry E. Roethe, the experimental production of
straw gas is discussed. Although the conclusion is
drawn that "the destructive distillation of straw and
similar material for the production-of gas on the farm
is not practicable," the results are of interest from a
scientific standpoint.
A very satisfactory gas was obtained from wheat
and oat straw and also from corn stalks. A ton of sun
dried wheat straw gave approximately 10,000 cubic
feet of purified gas, 625 pounds of carbon residue, ten
gallons of tar and a large quantity of ammoniacal
liquid. The gas has a heating value of about 400 B.
t. u. per cubic foot.—Tiger.
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ALUMNI NO'TES
1908
Paul B. Hamilton, chemist, is now completing his
second year in the School of Medicine at the Uni-
versity of California.
1913
Claude E. Reese, who has been identified with the
Philadelphia office of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company as section head in the stoker
sales and publicity department, was recently appointed
General Manager of the Bluefield (W. Va.) Gas and
Power Company.
1915
Rowland M. Smith, with the Mechanics Machine
Company at Rockford, Illinois, has moved to 1104
North Court Street, that city.
1918
Earl D. Minnick has gone to Ft. Scott, Kansas,
with the Kansas Utilities Company. His address is
619 South Crawford Street.
1919
Hoyd, who has been in Muncie with the Indiana
General Service Company, is Power Salesman for the
T. H. I. and E., stationed at Terre Haute.
1920
Frank L. Reinmann has been visiting the graduates
in the interest of the Northern Indiana Gas and Elec-
tric Company, of Hammond.
1921
Max A. Faucett is teaching at the University of
Illinois while studying for his Master's degree.
Carl W. Schroeder has been transferred by the
General Electric Company from Schenectady to De-
troit. His address is 12103 Wyoming St.
1922
C. Duncan Baker, who has been in Seattle in the
employ of the U. S. Geodetic Survey, has returned to
Las Vegas, Nevada, where he is engaged in mining
engineering.
1923
Herbert Field and Buford Tyler were recent visitors
at the school,
H. St. Clair Putnam, consulting engineer and
member of the L. B. Stillwell Engineering Cor-
poration, the firm in charge of the electrical
equipment of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Company and the Manhattan Elevated Railroad
Companies, New York, died on Wednesday,
January 30. Mr. Putnam had been ill for sev-
eral months but was thought to be recovering.
Previous to going to New York as partner of
L. B. Stillwell, in 1902, he had been connected
with the Thompson
-Houston Electric Company;
The Thompson
-Houston Carbon, the Brush Car-
bon, and the American Carbon Companies; and
had engaged in consulting engineering work in
Chicago and Philadelphia. Mr. Putnam was a
fellow of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, and a member of other societies. He
was sixty-three years old.
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Word was received on February 24 by Terre
Haute friends of John G. D. Mack of his death
at Madison, Wisconsin, of cerebral hemorrhage.
Mr. Mack was born in Terre Haute in 1867,
and lived here until his graduation from Rose
in one of its earliest classes, that of 1887. He
took a year of postgraduate work at Cornell,
from which place he received an M. E. degree
in 1888.
He began the practice of engineering in Cin-
cinnati with the firm of Jones & Rogers, which
later became Jones & Mack, and during this per-
iod took out a number of patents on devices
which his firm manufactured.
In 1894 he went to the University of Wiscon-
sin as an instructor in engineering and in 1901
was made Professor of Machine Design. In ad-
dition to his teaching Professor Mack did a
great deal of work for the State of Wisconsin on
the Tax and Railroad Commission and the Com-
mission on Railroads and Public Utilities. He
resigned his position in the University in 1915
to become State Chief Engineer for Wisconsin,
which post he held at the time of his death.
He was a member of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, of the Engineering
Society of Wisconsin, of the Society for the Pro-
motion of Engineering Education and of the
Wisconsin chapters of Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi,
and Phi Kappa Sigma. He was also vice-chair-
man.and engineering representative of the Wis-
consin State Council of Defense during the war
and since then a member of the Wisconsin Deep
Waterways Commission and director of the Na-
tional Rivers and Harbors Congress.
As a teacher he made an enviable record, hav-
ing, to an unusual degree, the faculty of arous-
ing the enthusiasm of his students and having,
by training and experience, a splendid back-
ground for the presentation of his subjects. His
interests were widespread and by no means con-
fined to the technical side of his profession, in-
cluding, as they did, its economic and human-
itarian aspects. He was particularly well versed
in the historical development of engineering and
the biography of its prominent exponents.
He was keenly interested in educational mat-
ters and kept in touch with educational move-
ments even after his work as a teacher had
ceased. While always open to new ideas, his
rugged common sense kept him from being led
astray by the ephemeral fads and fancies of the
day. He was a firm believer in the old-fashioned
virtues of hard work and thoroughness as the
basis of any sound system of education, and was
fond of pointing to Rose as an outstanding ex-
ample of a good school.
Since his appointment to the office of State
Chief Engineer his work has covered a wide
range of engineering and economic problems,
and his administration was marked by a high
degree of efficiency and economy. He thorough-
ly believed in the value of public service com-
missions where they were kept out of politics,
and he was untiring in his efforts to establish
and maintain just relations between the public
and the service corporations.
As a man, Mr. Mack had the breadth of vision
of a cultivated gentleman. His wide experience
and a retentive memory made him an interesting
talker on almost any subject.
He was loyal and devoted to his friends and
remarkably free from anything like petty jeal-
ousy of his associates and subordinates, being
more than generous in according to them full
credit for all of their achievements.
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FRATERNTY NOTES
A. T. 0.
All active members of Gamma Gamma, and their
fathers were present at the chapter's "Dad's Day"
celebration, which was held this year on Saturday,
April 26. The "Old Boys" certainly enjoyed them-
selves, and were well pleased with Gamma Gamma and
her budding engineers.
The local chapter is pleased to announce the
granting of an A. T. 0. charter to the local fraternity,
Delta Sigma Psi, of DePauw University. The in-
stallation of this chapter took place on Saturday. May
3, and a majority of the Rose "bunch" were present.
Fred Franzwa and John Unison were initiated on
Monday evening, May 5.
The annual state dance was held at the Spink Arms
hotel at Indianapolis, Friday evening, April 18, and
was a thorough success. Many of the brothers stayed
over for the banquet on Saturday evening, and en-
joyed to the fullest the "get-together", and the
"stunts" which were arranged by the three chapters
from Rose, Purdue and Indiana University.
Brother Bill Huff of Gamma Xi was a visitor at the
house recently.
Brother B. W. Tyler, Jr., spent a few days at home
recently and was with the boys most of the time.
Brother Morton F. Haymen entertained the chapter
Sunday evening, May 11, at his home on South Fifth
street.
Brother W. R. Watson is now in the employ of the
Holcomb and Hoke Manufacturing Company of In-
dianapolis as a salesman and is working in Terre
Haute and vicinity.
En
E.n wishes to announce the addition to its ranks of
the following members of the present senior class—
Leslie F. Garrett, Raymond G. Fitterer, and Clay P.
Watson.
High grade of scholarship has made five members
of the class of 1925 eligible to membership in E.
These men have been elected and were initiated on
Thursday morning, May 8. These men are John M.
Barr, Orville M. Dunning, Milton E. Feldstein, Gus-
tave H. Pfeiffer, and Wayne E. Motz.
In the early days in the West, buffalo chips, cobs,
hay, corn and ohter materials were burned instead of
coal; but these things hardly ranked as fuel "equal to
anthracite." The latter claim, however, is made for
pressed sawdust briquettes, now being manufactured
in the State of Washington. It is announced that tests
show this "wooden coal" to be 97 per cent carbon, 2
per cent volatile matter and 1 per cent ash. It can be
briquetted for $6.00 per ton, according to those inter-
ested. The enterprise would depend upon the great
waste piles of sawmill refuse for its raw material
—coal Age.
P.1. E. S.
The Faternitv takes pleasure in announcing the
initiation into active work of the chapter Brothers
William A. Barbazette of Cory, Indiana; Lee Berry
of West Terre Haute; Chester Trigg of Carlisle, In-
diana; and Harold H. Carson, Harry L. Davis, Ed-
ward Dunning, Jr., Clarence E. Eckhoff, Ernest
Ewers, Donald L. Fenner and William L. Hillis, all of
Terre Haute.
A little house dance in honor of the newly initated
members was the program for Friday evening, April
11. As the first part of that evening was given over to
the final rites of the initiation, some few of the young-
sters were almost afraid to get dates, fearing they
might be in no fit condition. It was noted, however,
that most of them got through the evening fairly well.
Sunday evening, April 20, found the Fraternity
house the scene of an old-fashioned "open house."
Bridge and dancing were the principle forms of
amusement, while variety was furnished by the possi-
bility of frequent trips to the flowing punch bowl. •
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Kappa chapter has the following new members:
Brothers Ralph Andrews, William Collins, Ralph
Davey, Charles Hunnell, Carson Harpold, Eugene
Lyons, Albert Nlakinney, Spencer Shaw, Henry Nan-
crede and Fred Trautman.
The Initiation Dance was held at the Edgewood
Club Wednesday, April 29. Several of the alumni
were in attendance as guests of the active chapter.
A smoker was held for our alumni at the chapter
house Saturday, May 3. A large number of the
brothers enjoyed the featured program.
Recent visitors at the chapter house were Brothers
Woolen, Eichen of Dayton, Ohio; Armstrong, Junker,
Royer of Louisville, Stinson of Chicago, Voss of
Davenport, Iowa; C. C. Scharpenburg of Bakersfield,
California.
Annulling its way freight train, the Putnam Rail-
road, a branch of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad, has just substituted an automobile
truck service in Westchester County to handle less-
than
-carload shipments between various stations from
Yonkers to Brewster. Hitherto, the Pennsylvania
Railroad has been the only one actually to place trucks
in operation.
Automobile trucks now take freight from the Hud-
son Division of the New York Central at Yonkers to
Dunwoodie station on the Putnam and all stations
north as far as Yorktown Heights. Another truck
collects and delivers freight between Yorktown
Heights and Brewster, stopping at all intermediate
stations. Formerly a local freight train picked up
and delivered all these smaller freight shipments. If
the service proves as satisfactory as expected, addi-
tional trucks will replace local freight trains on other
divisions of the New York Central, says Superintend-
ent Vantassel.
—The Iron Age.
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BILL'S GOT THE DOWNHEARTED BLUES
Dere Pete :—
Needless to remark, women has and generally does,
create great gobs of masculine unrest and discontent.
History is preponderant with many such . disturbers
as Eve, Cleopatra, Colleen Moore and Golduh Stub-
bins. But this here woman Lois, what I acquired is
got stuff what I heretofore only encountered between
the hectic pages of the "Blue Story Magazine."
I've never done much "Steady stiff" while at Rose
and many a mean-mamma has adorned the front
cushion of my much used benzine-chariot, but all of
'em fade into oblivion before this here Lois; the fem-
inine "Gold Standard of Values."
How well you know what Coles Phillips' paint;ngs
are noted for, but right here I would add that Lois has
got all that and "heap muchos" more. Take it from
me, that child has a Chrysler chassis but she's equip-
ped with an eight-in-line motor.
Pete, you've probably guessed it by this time: the
above stream of amorous discourse is the lull that pre-
cedes the thunderbolt. "Lois and yours dejectedly
have split."
Little did I dream as I penned my last epistle unto
you, that a shadow would take all the laughter out of
my life, but such has come to pass. Just when success
and happiness were at my fingers' reach, cruel Fate
ruthlessly snatched them from out my youthful grasp,
so you see I've got the blues and I've got them worse
than bad. Little did my trusting disposition permit
me to doubt that Lois was mine, all mine; but she
werent, and now my disposition is anything but trust-
ing.
I figure as how I'd better commence right at the
start and tell you why for and how come my spring-
time love affair has went on the rocks to a most in-
glorious termination. I didn't suspect anything until
Carmelita and Nick Lakewood hits the skids for a
break-up, and even then I didn't tumble as to what
Nick's feminine objectives might be.
You know, Pete, when a woman gets hep that her
sweet daddy is going to give her the throw-over she
generally does the throw-over act first—and with low
English. Carmelita wises herself up to the startling
information that Nick plans to give her the air in
preference to a newer and faster job, whose name
Dame Rumor failed to include. Accordingly, Car-
melita sends a note and Nick's class ring back to him
saying that she knows he is disappointed in her and
that she thinks it best that they should part, etc., etc.
Of course, she winds it up by saying "We can still be
good friends" !—Right here I advance to gargle that
Fate gave women a weapon that will wither the en-
thusiasm of the most persistent male when she taught
them the parting words, "But we can still be good
friends"!
So, with a view to self-preservation and personal
security I goes up to Carmelita's one evening to urge
her to re-vamp Nick and to give him the glad-hand
once more. Carm' shies at the double harness sug-
gestion and remarks that I'd better keep my glimmers
turned on Cousin Lois lest she slip from my grasp.
Just as I was ready to leave I heard Nick's Dormay
Six barking out in front and Nick came in to returii
Carm's Purple Polygon pin, which action being the
symbol of a most frigid farewell. Nick speaks to me
very cordial like but his eyes has a light in 'em that
made me worry sumpin' awful and when he leaves
the speed of his motor guaranteed that he had other
fish to prepare.
It being a most gorgeous warm evening I decides
to forget my worries by getting Terry and we would
go for a few muscle exercises up the river in my old
canoe. We goes up to the fort and heads back about
10 bells taking things very easy. We gets down
toward the big sand bar when we sees a very wel-
come looking fire blazing up, and near it I lamps a
classy new canoe drawn up out of the water. Terry
sez "Hark, hark! I hears music from yon sand bar.-
-an' sure enough some bird was tickling some blues-
stuff on a banjo-uke which would have broke up the
home of a church
-deacon. Pretty soon we gets closcr
and we drifts in close to the bar. Imasonofagun if
there wasn't Nick tickling his uke for all Helangone
but most Hon. Horrors !—close at his side on the soft
warm sand nestled LOIS. Nobody else but!
Just as we passed around the point out of view Nick
looks up and yells out the old call "Water !" Terry
answered, but I was gasping for air from the "shock"
so that I made about as much noise as a consumptive
cock-roach. Terry was laughing fit to croak in a most
sardonic sort of way, and of course that helped my
feelings a lot !—Woof! I was madder than a one
armed man trying to wind his wrist watch. Boy
Howdy! that sight on the sand bar rocked me harder
than a stick of 40 per cent DuPont an' I don't mean
maybe.
I already had a date with Lois for the following
night, but I'll tell a large slick universe that I had
lots on my mind. I goes down to Lois' fair bower on
time, but I could see that I was about as welcome as
a crack in a glass eye. I starts away early and Lois
follows me out into the hall where we was wont to
while away many mushy minutes. But this time she
sez "Bill, I don't want to go with you any longer.—
I've heard about the date you had with Carmelita last
night."
Sweet Daddy, but this Lakewood guy had a lot
of crust! Swipes my jane and then frames me for a
two-timer. Uh ! that thought went over big—yes,
probably.
I was too cuckoo over Lois to call her hand and
besides what was the use. Boy, when a woman once
starts to give you the air, you're done and done for a
rather protracted while. "What about our date for
the Prom?" I questionates rather feebly, and Lois
comes back, "Our what? Sorry, but I must have mis-
understood you; I have already promised to go with
a Senior."
"Senior! Yuh mean that :lick-haired canoe-usher
what punishes a ukulele?" I asks, but Lois only smiles
sweetly and sez "Bye-bye, Bill. Dont slam tne door
as you go out."
(Continued on Page 16)
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Agent for
Eastman Kodaks, Cameras
Film and Supplies
Gillis Drug Co.
"THE CUT RATE STORES"
Four Stores
7th and Wabash
7th and Ohio
412 Wabash
9th and Wabash
WiLV-,111W
New Spring Si9les
in Hart Schaffner 8c Marx Fine
Clothes now readg
Also a big showing in Men's
Huts, Shoes, Shirts, Underwear
and Men's fine Furnishings.
TUNE BROS.
5th and Wabash
DON'T SAY
"BREAD"
SAY
HOLSOM
IDEAL BAKING CO.
WM. C. McGUIRE WILBUR B. SHOOK
Rose "1911"
McGuire & Shook
Architects and Engineers
:320-21-22 Indiana Pythian Building
INDIANAPOLIS
TERRE HAUTE
SAVINGS BANK
Southwest Corner Sixth and Ohio Streets
4 Per Cent Paid on Savings
To Satify that Hungry Feeling- TR Y--
SWEETS
5c Snuggle Bars - 5c Croquettes
10c Big Hit—All Fine
AN IMPRESSIVE FIGURE
in the field of technical edu-
cation is Dean P. F. Walker, head
of the Engineering School of the
University of Kansas.
With keen personal interest Dean
Walker has watched the progress
of the engineers whom he has
trained. And he has noticed that
in a very short time after their
graduation they have separated
themselves into two distinct groups.
The majority, adding nothing to
their technical training, have grad-
ually settled down into the rut of
a specialized job.
The others have come to realize
that without business training,
technical training carries a man
just about so far, and no farther.
But how can a technical man
secure the distinct and profitable
advantage of business training?
The best answer to that question
which Dean Walker has been able
to find is the Alexander Hamilton
Institute.
In a recent letter he wrote:
The danger of specialization
"For the young engineer who has left
school and gone into some position where
his time is filled with technical matters
associated with his job, it is of the utmost
importance that the Business Course of the
Alexander Hamilton Institute should be
brought to his attention.
"From my own past experience I know
there is a tendency to let down and to per-
form only the routine work called for on
the job. This is the most dangerous thing
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Why do so few engineers
win to the top
while so many are lost in the crowd?
P. F. WALKER, Dean of the Engineer-
ing School of the University of Kansas
On this page, Dean Walker
answers the most pressing
question that challenges the
young engineer graduate
today.
that can befall a young engineer graduate.
The Modern Business Course becomes a
continual challenge and stimulus, impelling
him to go on with his work in lines that
will supplement the technique of his engi-
neering job. I recommend it without qualifica-
tion to all men who graduate from this school."
Rather a startling statement,
coming from such a man, isn't it?
But put it to the proof yourself.
Look about you, and in case after
case you will find the specialist in
a subordinate position, while at
the head of the business is a man
who may know less about each
department than the department
heads, but whose all-round knowl-
edge of business fits him to direct
their activities.
What the Institute does
When Mr. T. H. Bailey Whipple
was Director of Education for the
great Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, he said:
"I know of no other preparation that
equals your Course for fittings man to grasp
his opportunity and succeed in it
when it comes.
"If conscientiously pursued,
your Course, coupled with one's
daily problems and activities. un-
questionably does for men what
experience and native ability
alone can never do."
Alexander Hamilton Institute
&Canada: C.P.R. Building, Toronto In Australia: 42 Hunter St., Sydney
In a few words, this is what the
Institute does:
It takes a man in any depart-
ment of industry, technical or cler-
ical, and gives him a working
knowledge of all the other depart-
ments. In a few months of inter-
esting reading, it gives him a con-
ception and understanding of busi-
ness as a whole which ordinarily
he could gain only after years of
actual experience. Automatically
it lifts him out of the class of men
of which there are too many,
into the class of which there are
too few.
Send for this book
Technical men find much that is
interestingand valuable in the Insti-
tute's descriptive book, "A Definite
Plan for Your Business Progress."
It gives all the facts about the Mod-
ern Business Course and Service,
and tells what it has done for over
20,000 other technical men. More-
over, it contains an interesting
chart whereby you can measure,
by weeks and months, the future
advancement which you can attain.
This booklet will be sent you
gladly, and without the slightest
obligation. If you have ever asked
yourself, "Where will I be ten
years from now?"—send for it.
This coupon will bring you the facts
• 11//1M. 1••• IMOMM •1111 ME=••• MMEMID •••••••
FALEXANDER HAMILTON INSTITUTE
I 86 Astor Place New York City
Send me the book, "A Definite
Plan for Your Business Progress,"
which I may keep without obligation.
Name 
Business
Address 
Business
Position
Please write plainly
.••=M• • =.11•MI
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The South Park Boulevard Viaduct
(Continued from page 4)
floor beams to support the concrete deck. At the east
and west ends are massive abutement piers, designed
to give fixed supports, both vertically and longitudin-
ally, to the six parallel girders anchored thereto. These
three steel structures are entirely independent of each
other and may be described as the east structure, the
center structure and the west structure. The east and
west structures are similar but with slightly different
span lengths. Each of these two structures consists
of six continuous girders. In the east structure these
six girders are 177 ft. long and in the west structure
they are each 167 ft. long from the face of the abut-
ment to the rocker support. Each of these girders is
supported by the abutment, by two fixed columns and
by one rocker column, being therefore a continuous
girder over four supports.
The center structure consists of six continuous gir-
ders, each 290 ft. long, over four supports, the two
end supports being rocker columns and the two inter-
mediate supports being fixed columns. This center
structure has three equal spans. It is assumed in the
design that the expansion and contraction of the mid-
dle span will cause practically equal stresses and bend-
ing in the fixed columns, which have been propor-
tioned accordingly. The expansion and contraction
of the three spans of the center structure will cause
the rocker columns to rotate upon their pin supports,
Due to the lengths of these rocker columns, the ang-
ular rotation will be very slight. The horizontal mo-
tion at the end of each of these spans will not exceed
5/8 of an inch each way from the normal position, or
a total movement of 1/4 in. By the use of rocker
columns, sliding joints or roller bearings have been
eliminated and vertical reactions assured at the end
supports.
The anchorage of one end of each, of the east and
west structures, to a rigid abutement pier is assumed
positively to fix these ends, consequently the expan-
sion and contraction of these end structures causes
unequal bendings in the fixed columns supporting the
same. The horizontal movement at the top of the first
line of columns from the abutement, will be plus or
minus 1/8 in. or a total of 1/4, in., while the correspond-
ing horizontal movement of the next line of columns
will be plus or minus 5/16 in., or a total of 5/8 in.
These movements all cause bending stresses in the
fixed columns, which columns have been proportioned
to carry these stresses. The movements at the tops of
the rocker columns, supporting the end structures due
to expansion and contraction, are approximately plus
and minus 5/8 in. or a total of 1/4 in.
All of the girders have straight bottom chords
between field splices, but the outside girders have a
frame work attached to the bottom chord, to support
the concrete encasing which is designed to give a
slight curved appearance to the underside of the
structure for appearance sake. It should also be noted
that the sidewalk slab overhangs the outside girders
a short distance. The outside girders might have
been set farther back from the hand rail, giving a
longer cantilever for the sidewalk, but for appearance
sake to-e sidewalk cantilever extends only 3 ft. 1 in.
beyond the face of the concrete facia of the outside,
or "A" girders. The objection to long cantilever side-
walks upon such a structure is that the supporting
girder is placed in deep shadow and the bridge is apt
to have the appearance of an inadequately supported
thin slab.
The adoption of continuous girders for this struc-
ture was the most rational solution, in view of the
clearance conditions previously referred to. There
are large negative moments over the two fixed sup-
ports, which reduce the positive moments in the inter-
mediate spans and therefore, with the limited depth
of girders permissible, a more rigid structure with
less vibration is secured than would have been pos-
sible if simple span girders had been used.
The expansion joints in the roadway and sidewalks
required especial consideration for the movement at
these joints will be between two and one half and
three inches. The roadway expansion is so designed
that all parts subject to wear can be readily renewed
without injuring the main structure or the waterproof-
ing of the deck.
The specifications call for the highest grade of
shop work. All the materials to be used are to meet
the requirements of the several specifications of the
American Society for Testing Materials, as follows:
Steel, standard specifications A7-21 for "Struc-
tural Steel for Bridges."
Castings, standard specifications A27-21 for
"Steel Castings, Class B, Medium Grade."
Bronze, standard specifications B22-21 for
"Bronze Bearing Metal, Class A."
Tap Bolts for expansion joints, standard specifica-
tions B21-19 for "Naval Brass Rods for Struc-
tural Purposes."
In addition to the above "monel metal" is specified
for the encasing plates of the rocker castings.
All rivets are to be 7/8" in diameter and all rivet
holes sub-punched and reamed. The field connec-
tions of the continuous girders are to be assembled
in the shop, parts adjusted to line and fit, and the holes
for field connections drilled or reamed while so as-
sembled. Connecting parts assembled in the shop for
the purpose of reaming or drilling holes in field con-
nections are to be match marked. All rivets are to be
power driven.
The erection of this structure involves some quite
unusual features, owing to the great length of the
girders between field splices which have already been
referred to. The longest girders to be erected are 137
ft. 6 in. long and the heaviest of these girders will
weigh over 60 tons each.
With regard to the foundations, a preliminary well
is being sunk for one of the "caissons" for pier No. 5,
in order to determine just what the nature of the ex-
cavation will be for the other caissons and whether
or not it will be practical to carry the foundations to
bed rock. The borings have indicated a very stiff
clay or hardpan at a depth of from 55 to 65 ft. below
datum and have also indicated that boulders or bed
rock will be found at about 70 ft. below datum. There-
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fore, it is evident the caissons can be carried to a satis-
factory foundation either on hardpan or bed rock,
thus eliminating any possibility of unequal settlement
in the supports of the continuous girders.
This entire structure including the reinforced con-
crete approaches, as well as the steel viaduct, has been
designed by the engineers of the Condron Company,
including C. L. Post, J. W. Musham, F. W. Shaw, and
the author (members of the W. S. E.) and R. 0. Mor-
tenson.
Addendum
Since presenting this paper, the contract has been
let for the steel superstructure of the 9 spans over the
railroad tracks and the supporting columns. The total
estimated weight of this steel work is 2250 tons The
contract price is $266,740 erected complete, or an av-
erage of $118.55 per ton.
The steel portion of the viaduct is 637-ft. long by
120-ft. wide and has a deck area of 76,440 sq. ft.
Therefore, the cost of the steel work, (exclusive of
the foundations, concrete deck and concrete encasing)
is approximately $3.50 per sq. ft. of deck surface.
One of the cylinder piers for the foundation has
been built. This first cylinder pier is located about
60-ft. east of the old breakwater, which protected the
Illinois Central tracks from the wave action of Lake
Michigan. At this point the bottom of the lake was
approximately 6-ft. below datum. The viaduct site
is all hydraulically filled east of the old breakwater
with clay and sand, excavated from the bottom of the
lake off Grant Park. In making the excavation for
this caisson through the hydraulic fill, the top of
which was approximately 7-ft. above datum, it was
found that the filling was composed of wet clay and
loam, very soft and plastic. Running water was en-
countered from 3-ft. to 11-ft. below datum. Doul-Ae
lagging with clay puddle between was used from
datum down to minus 17-ft. From minus 11-ft. to
minus 62-ft., the excavation was in stiff compressed
blue clay of varying hardness, somewhat stiffer be-
low minus 53-ft., where a sand pocket was encount-
ered, but without running water. Between minus
67-ft.. and minus 70.6-ft. clay, gravel and boulders
carrying water was gone through. Satisfactory rock
was found at elevation minus 70.6-ft.
Since this cylinder pier was completed, it has been
decided to extend all the cylinder piers down to bed
rock, which is assumed to be at approximately eleva-
tion minus 70-ft.
`Che ,Nen) English aCodels
in
Kuppenheimer Clothes
are here — stop in and take a look at
them.
CARL WOLF
629 WABASH AVE.
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When you think of
FLOWERS
think of
HEINL'S
129 So. Seventh Street
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
Four Piece
Golf Suits
English Model Suits
with knickers—
$40 to $50
English Model Suits
in Powder Blue, Gray or Tan
$35 to $55
Some with extra trousers
Macgregcr Golf Clubs and Supplies. Golf
Hose and Sweaters, Hats, Caps, Garters and
Belts, moderately priced.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded
GRAND
THEATRE
May 18th - 24th
LILLIAN GISH in
THE WHITE SISTER
BAsed on the story of F. Marion Crawford
Special Prices to Poly Students - 25 cts.
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Bill has the Downhearted Blues
(Continued from page 11)
I went, and if her family was alseep when I got
there they sure wasnt when I left!
Pete, ole sock, I surrendered my home-town flapper
with no worry. Alice lives too far away to be a real
bother, and Carmelita can still be had for an occas-
ional canoe party, but losing Lois sure put an awful
fly in my ointment of pleasure. Woe was me! After I
had played a cautious and air-tight game, a pinch-
hitter beats me out just because I was slower than a
run-down alarm clock.
Tonight's the Prom but yours disgustedly is stay-
ing home at the house to play the latest record which
one of the boys has brang in. On one side is "My
Sweetie Went Away" and on the other side is "Down
Hearted Blues."
Yours,
BILL.
*Narrative suggested by C. M. S.
AND THE SCALES TIPPED
Men beat women, whipped them to anger by cruel words,
stung them to remorse by infidelity, hurt them with in-
difference. But one day the Good Creator looked down
on the earth and noticed that things were a bit un-
even. So He gave women a weapon more deadly than any
possessed by men.
It was: "But we can still be good friends."
—Maltaaer.
The First to Show
The Latest
Straw Hats
Collar Attached Shirts
Bat Wing Ties
Sport Belts
Lee Goodman & Son
410 Wabash Ave.
Rose Polytechnic Institute
Founded by Chauncey Rose at Terre Haute, Indiana, 1874
A College of Engineering
OFFERS A SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION, BASED ON MATHEMATICS, MODERN
LANGUAGES, PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND DRAWING, WITH THOROUGH
INSTRUCTIONS IN THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil, Architectural and
Chemical Engineering
Published in \
the interest of Elec.
trical Development by \
an Institution that will I
be helped by what-
ever helps the
Industry.
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and still they say
college men don't study!
The critic who charges college men with lack
of diligence never heard a freshman repeat his roll
of fraternity chapters without a slip, or a senior
dilate on the life history of every football captain
from 1890 on.
Of course this takes study—sometimes too much
study. The student must be cautioned against
the mental strain resulting from concentration on
too limited a field of thought.
It is a good thing to specialize, but not to the
extent of becoming narrow. If it is right for the
man who concentrates on engineering to be up
on his campus activities, it would seem right for
the man who is quoted on the history and phi-
losophy of Comparative Baseball Scores to have
some knowledge of the chemistry and thermo-
dynamics from which he expects to make his living.
For it is still true that in industrial councils the
talk sometimes swings from batting averages to
coefficients of expansion and the hysteresis losses
in iron.
This is all a matter of balance, and satisfactory
mental balance is a means to an important end—
satisfactory bank balance.
wog ern Elect lc Comparty
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment
Number 38 of a series
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Get Your Hair Cut at
KRAMER'S BARBER
SHOP
28 SO. 7TH
SANITARY THRU AND THRU
SPRING SUITS
That you'll like
Society Brand
$45.00 to $60.00
Styleplus
$25.00 to $45.00
JOSEPH'S
SPRING OXFORDS
in all Leathers and New Models
$6 to $8
CLATFELTERS
Exclusively aCens Shoes
826 Wabash Ave. Near Ninth St.
Advances in Engineering Ethics
(Continued from Page 6)
Question: As a general policy is it ethical for
engineers to design work or write specifica-
tions for clients and also have an interest,
direct or indirect, in the materials, equip-
ment, or other things going into the construc-
tion work of the clients?
Answer: As a general policy it is not ethical for
engineers to have an interest direct or indirect
in the materials, equipment, etc., going into
the construction work of their clients except
when the clients be advised in advance of
the nature of .the interest of the engineer, and
sanction of the client be obtained.
To provide for appeal from the Practice Commit-
tee and for extraordinary cases, a Judiciary Commit-
tee has been provided in the By-Laws of the Associa-
tion. This Committee has disciplinary powers over
members of the Association, including expulsion, and
there is no higher authority. It is a Supreme Court
to which cases may be referred by the Board of Direc-
tors, the Practice Committee, or by twenty members.
That the Judiciary Committee stands ready to func-
tion and has not been called upon for the two years
since its creation is excellent evidence of the thorough-
going operation of the other machinery. Its very ex-
istence serves notice that the Association is provided
with clean-cut methods to bring into line willful vio-
lators of the code or of the Specific Principles of Good
Professional Conduct.
Specific Principles of Good Professional Conduct*
*Copy sent on request to American Association of Engineers, 63 E.
Adams St., Chicago, Ill.
After four years of work and forty-four cases had
been passed upon, the Practice Committee was asked
to make a compilation of short sentence, easily under-
stood principles of professional conduct. This was
done under four major heads as follows:
Part I. Relations of the Engineer to the Public.
Part II. Relations of the Engineer to Clients and
Employers.
Part III. Relations of the Engineer to Employees.
Part IV. Relations of the Engineer to other Engi-
neers.
Part I contains two "dont's" to one "do", but the
"dont's" really clear the ground for the two "dos".
One of the "dos" is an exhortation for the engineer to
take an active interest in public welfare and to partici-
pate in clean politics as a duty of citizenship. Public
welfare is paramount to all other obligations. With
this concept, engineering becomes more of a social ser-
vice than a means for material prosperity. Part II
may be summed in two words, loyalty and fidelity
As the future engineer in his undergraduate days
looks forward to practice and to his relations first as
an employee of other engineers, he would be special-
ly interested in Parts III and IV.
"Part III... Relations of Engineers to Employees
1. The engineer should treat his employees or
subordinates in a spirit of fairness, with due
regard and consideration for their personal
welfare and professional advancement.
2. There should be a professional bond between
employer and employee when both are engi-
neers, which will dictate and impel reciprocal
interest and mutual consideration.
(Continued on Page 20)
St. Louis.
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INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING CODES.
In order to protect workers from accidents and eye
sight damage, no less than five states, New York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Oregon have now in
force -Lighting codes for industrial establishments. Other
states are now considering the adoption of an industrial
lighting code, and it seems only a question of time when
all the states will adopt such a code.
Proper lighting of work places is not only of great
importance to the operators working therein, directly
affecting their safety and eyesight, but it is a factor of
equal importance to the employer, as quality and quantity
of output are deciding factors of profit or loss in the
operation of the plant.
The introduction to the Wisconsin code reads as fol-
lows: "Insufficient and improperly applied illumination is
a prolific cause of industrial accidents. In the past few
years numerous investigators, studying the cause of ac-
cidents, have found that the accident rate in plants with
poor lighting is higher than similar plants which are well
illuminated. Factories which have installed approved light-
ing have experienced reductions in their accidents which
are very gratifying.
"Of even greater importance, poor lighting impairs
vision. Because diminution of eyesight from this cause
is gradual, it may take the individual years to become
aware of it.
"This makes it all the more important to guard against
the insidious effects of dim illumination, of glaring light
sources shining in the eyes, of flickering light, of sharp
shadows, of glare reflected from polished parts of work.
To conserve the eyesight of the working class is a distinct
economic gain to the state, but regardless of that, humani-
tarian considerations demand it.
"Finally, inadequate illumination decreases the pro-
duction of the industries of the state, and to that extent,
the wealth of its people. Factory managers who have
installed improved illumination, are unanimous in the con-
viction that better lighting increases production and de-
creases spoilage."
The Wisconsin Commission has adopted a rule to the
effect that, "diffusive or refractive window glass shall be
used for the purpose of improving day light conditions
or for the avoidance of eye strain, wherever the location
of the work is such that the worker must face large
window areas, through which excessively bright light may
at times enter the building."
A glass is now available which meets the above re-
quirements. It properly diffuses the light and prevents
sun glare passing into the building and is known as
Factrolite.
Engineers of to-day are making a thorough study of
illumination, so that they may be able to plan and lay
out industrial plants, to scientifically increase their
efficiency to as near the maximum as possible. This ac-
complished the engineer is not only doing something worth
while for his employer, but is doing quite as much for
himself by coming into prominence with modern ideas.
If you are interested in the distribution of light
through Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory
Report—"Factrolited."
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.,
220 Fifth Avenue,
New York. Chicago.
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BROWN & SHARPE
MACHINES 
You Should Become
Familiar With Them
Milling Machines
Grinding Machines
Gear Cutting Machines
Screw Machines
Knowledge of our line of manufacture will
surely be of use to you in years to come—for
Brown & Sharpe Machines are used in a great
many industries. In the small repair shop or
in the largest high production manufacturing
plant, these machines are being used to do many
classes of work. The small shop likes their
versatility and ability to stand up under that
extraordinary job which often loads the machine
beyond its rated capacity. The big plant finds
they give production and a product uniformly
accurate. Brown & Sharpe Machines are
ruggedly constructed and will maintain their
accuracy for many years. Investigate their
many uses.
Ask your Librarian
to show you the
Brown & Sharpe
books — Catalogue
studies—Nos. 29,29x
and 29xx. Our Cata-
logue No. 137 gives
details about our
entire line of manu-
facture.
BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
Providence, R. I., U. S. A.
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BRUNSWICK
PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORDS
All the Latest Hits
SAXOPHONE AND BAND INSTRUMENTS
C. G. CONN MAKE
The
runswf t
JENSEN BROS. 527 Wabash Ave.
Concrete Handling Equipments,
Steel Derricks
Industrial Cars
Inquiries Solicited Covering
ALL CLASSES OF STRUCTURAL
STEEL FABRICATION
Insley
Manufacturing
Company
INDIANAPOLIS
W. H. INSLEY, ROSE '00
President
A. C. RASMESSIN, '12
Chief Engineer
E. W. KLATTE, '09
Asst. Chief Engineer
FRED B. RAY, '20
Chief Draftsman
MAX FRANK
"THE SOLE SAVER"
FIRST CLASS SHOE
REPAIRING
7TH & CHERRY Phone Wabash 1995
3. The engineer should pay adequate salaries
commensurate with the importance and re-
sponsibility involved in the service.
4. He should encourage the professional pride
of his employees or subordinates in their work
and should offer them means of protecting
their reputations and the quality of the work
entrusted to them by not interfering with the
proper performance of the duties for which
they are responsible.
5. He should recognize the freedom of his em-
ployees to change employment and should in
no way hinder employees or subordinates in
their attempts to better their condition.
6. He should not discharge an employee, nor
withhold employment from him, nor discrim-
inate against him in any way on account of his
affiliations or activities in any professional,
political, or religious organization.
7. He should respect his employee's right to free-
dom of thought, speech, and outside activity
as long as the same does not impair the ef-
ficiency and value of the employee's service.
8. He should see that his employee is adequately
covered by insurance against risk of casualty
arising from his work.
9. In advertising or offering employment, he
should refrain from any misrepresentations as
to the conditions and the permanency of such
employment.
10. If in public employ, he should assume the re-
sponsibility of consistently protecting the in-
terests of his subordinates.
11. He should make every effort to provide steady
employment for his employees and when
forced to discharge an employee he should give
the most generous notice possible and exert
every reasonable effort to assist the employee
in finding another position.
Part IV. The Engineer's Relations to Other Engineers
1. The engineer should not by word, act or om-
mission, injure falsely or maliciously, directly
or indirectly, the professional reputation, pros-
pects or business of another engineer.
He should not attempt to supplant another en-
gineer after definite steps have been taken
toward his employment.
3. If employed in conjunction with another engi-
neer, and by the same client, he should not re-
view and comment conclusively upon the work
of the other engineer except with his full
knowledge and consent or unless the connec-
tion of such other engineer to the work has
been previously terminated.
4. He should not use unfair means to effect his
professional advancement or to injure the
chances of another engineer to secure and hold
employment.
5. He should not attempt to inject his services
into a project at the expense of another engi-
neer who has been active in developing it.
6. He should not interpose between other engi-
neers and their clients when unsolicited. When
solicited, he should avoid any possibility of
doing a brother engineer an injustice.
7. He should not seek or solicit a position occu-
pied by another engineer.
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8. He should not attempt to secure work on the
basis of lower salaries or fees.
9. He should be courteous, fair, considerate in
his dealings with other engineers.
10. He should not criticize the work of other en-
gineers except when regularly engaged to do
so; and he should not attempt to secure the
work for himself through criticism. (This
statement of principle referred by the conven-
tion back to the Practice Committee for fur-
ther study.)
11. He should not commercialize his affiliations to
secure the confidence of other engineers in
speculative commercial enterprises.
12. He should not use his professional affiliations
to secure the confidence of other Engineers in
speculative commercial enterprises.
13. As a member of any professional organization,
he should avoid any act tending to promote his
own interest at the expense of the dignity and
standing of the organization.
14. As an officer of a professional organization,
he should sedulously avoid any appearance of
using his position for personal advertising.
15. He should co-operate in upbuilding the engi-
neering profession by exchanging professional
information and experience with his fellow en-
gineers and students of engineering, and by
contributing to the work of engineering soci-
eties, schools of applied science, and the tech-
nical press.
16. He should regard himself as a debtor to his
profession and should dedicate himself to its
advancement."
We shall close, not with a summary and con-
clusion, but with a word of caution and of emphasis.
No fundamental concept of any profession, and hence
of the engineering profession, can be divorced from
general welfare. The danger of group bias and self-
satisfaction among doctors, lawyers or engineers is
great, and the code may be made a cloak—and here is
the emphasis—unless the good of the whole, of which
the profession is a small part, is kept paramount.
ED. S. LAMMERS RONALD LAMMERS
IF IT IS PAINT OR GLASS
WE HAVE IT
ED. S. LAMMERS & CO.
13th and Wabash Phone Wabash 5124
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All Matters Relating to
Patents and Trade Marks
HOOD and HAHN
Arthur M. Hood
Rose '93
1001 Hume-Mansur Building
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
The Best Clothes
Cost the Least
Stein-
Block
Sam-
peck
The best is the cheapest
in the weeks of wear for
then the tea comes. The
clothes we sell you are
made from the finest
materials and by the
most capable tailors
that can be found in all
America. The fit and the
style cannot be excelled.
The prices at Myers
Brothers are as low as
good merchandise can
EVER be sold for. On
this basis your patronage
is solicited.
Myers Brothers
Fourth and Wabash
J. M. BIGWOOD & SON
Watchmakers and Jewelers
Eyes Tested Free
by Registered Optician
607 Wabash Avenue
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John S. Cox
Automobile Supplies
Terre Haute, Ind.
Would you like a
Young Men's Latest
English Model Suit
The London Sack
Cost no more than ready made.
Quality and Fit Guaranteed
 
0 
Try Us - We Will Show You
The House of Foulkes Bros.
Hats - Haberdashers - Clothiers
E`VERY engineer should know APOLLO Best Bloom and,
I  Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets, American Bessemer
and Open Hearth Steel Sheets; and KEYSTONE Copper Steel
Rust-resisting Black and Galvanized
We manufacture SHEET AND TIN MILL PRODUCTS for all pur-
poses—Black Sheets, Galvanized Sheets,
Corrugated Sheets. Formed Roofing and
Siding Pr,Wets, Galvanized Tank. Cul-
vert and Flume Stock, Special Sheets
for stamping, Stove and Range Sheets,
Automobile Sheets, Electrical Sheets,
Roofing Tin Plates, Bright Tin Plates.
Black Plate, Etc. Sold by leading metal
merchants. KEYSTONE quality 'sof par-
tar Interest to you. Send forhooklet.
AMERICAN SHEET AND TIN PLATE COMPANY, Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
SAYRE & CO.
BICYCLES
AND
SPORTING GOODS
Fourth and Ohio
"Equip for Your Favorite
Sport"
Put your feet
into
"Walk-Overs
Every .pair of Walk-Over Shoes
is built over lines as exacting
as were ever worked out by an
Engineer. In each pair the ex-
perience of more than 50 years
finds expression through the
best materials that can be
obtained.
They are positively the best
that can be made—and they
sell reasonably, too,—
$7.50 Up
CHENEYS
WALK-OVER BOOT SHOP
651 Wabash Ave.
Set No. 2066
In Case, $34.50
Appreciated the World
Over for Their Excellence
Every genuine Alteneder Instrument is
stamped T. A.." "T. A. 14 Sons... or
T. A. Altenedcr &
V'7(1111111111/914)
k‘:1
Catalogue on Request
THEO. ALTENEDER & SONS
1217 Spring Garden St., Phila.
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THE WEST SIDE TENNIS CLUB STADIUM, FOREST HILLS, LONG ISLAND
DURING THE DAVIS CUP MATCHES
KENNETH M. MURCHISON. ARCHITECT CHARLES S. LANDERS. ENGINEER
AMERICA'S Tennis Stadium at Forest Hills, Long Island, was built by The Foundation
Company in record time. It was begun in April and completion was promised for
the Davis Cup Challenge Round on August 31, 1923. It was actually used for
the Women's Nationals on August 13. The West Side Tennis Club, in choosing a
general contractor, selected The Foundation Company because its record guarantees
trustworthy workmanship and speed of construction without sacrifice of economy.
Tie Foundation Company is an organization of construction engineers
specializing in the building of difficult superstructures and substruc-
tures. The world-wide reputation gained in its early history for trust-
worthy underground construction has followed it into the field of
general engineering contracting. Among the structures completed
by The Foundation Company are buildings of every known type.
THE FOUNDATION COMPANY
CITY OF NEW YORK
Office Buildings Industrial Plants Warehouses Railroads and Terminals Foundations
Underpinning Filtration and Sewage Plants Hydro-Electric Developments i Power Houses
Highways River and Harbor Developments Bridges and Bridge Piers Mine Shafts and Tunnels
CHICAGO
PITTSBURGH
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
MONTREAL
LIMA, PERU
CARTAGENA. COLOMBIA
MEXICO CITY
LONDON. ENGLAND
PARIS. FRANCE
LOUVAIN, BELGIUM
BUILDERS OF SUPERSTRUCTURES AS WELL AS SUBSTRUCTURES
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STRAW HATS
All shapes and braids
at popular prices
Meet Me Bareheaded
BILL CODY
71 5 Wabash Ave. Terre Haute
COLLEGE
COAT STYLE
of extreme tgpe is either
single or double breasted,
straight back without
waist suppression and
shorter pockets set low
as possible.
See Sparks for up to now
stgles.
ED. SPARKS
Tailor and Haberdasher
715 Wabash Ave.
No Home
complete without
a Telephone
Freitag-Weinhardt 86 Co.
Opposite Hotel Deming
30-32 North 6th St.
for Electric Hardware Supplies
PLUMBING and HEATING
PHONE WABASH 140
011400141
41111,11W
4.?
rEppE RAVE
ENCPAVING CO
DESIGNINGDRAWING --
HALFTONESAND
LINE ENGRAVINGS
T.EPRE HAUTE,
Some trouble with dates for the big leap year dance
at Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa, has been experi-
enced by Grinnell men. Campus sheiks have been
"spoofed, strung and toddywoodled by their mascu-
line friends" into accepting fictitious dates. Fair co-
eds are now receiving telephone calls from hood-
winked gentlemen asking if their appointments are
genuine. One damsel is said to have-turned down 16
of these unfortunate victims of the leap year fraud.
A telephone exchange, to cover the entire campus,
will probably he installed by the business administra-
tion department at Mercer University. A telephone
room containing booths, long distance station and
other conveniences may be installed in addition to the
other improvements.
—Polytechnic Reporter.
Harnessing
Niagara Falls
for the
First Time
What Engineering
Owes to Faith
THE pioneer harnessing of Niagara Falls in 1892,like all great engineering feats, was the result of
the co-operation of many able and constructive
minds. There were no "older engineers" on this
work, with younger assistants, as is now common,
because there were no "older" engineers then. All of
them were young men in a young business, optimistic,
enthusiastic and willing to take long chances.
The original Niagara installation represented prog-
ress based largely on faith because there were many
features of construction proposed at that time which
Westinghouse Engineers refused to accept, and which
time has shown to be utterly impracticable.
Thus, in effecting a compromise, the three funda-
mental features of heating, insulation and regulation
of the 25-cycle machines as built, were vastly different
from the original designs. Time verified their judg-
ment, the ten original generators operating success-
fully for more than a quarter of a century.
Looking back, it is gratifying that those young men
served engineering so courageously, because truly it
was an undertaking that taxed their faith to the limit.
Westinghouse
ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNITY
The Magnolia Petroleum
Building, Dallas, Texas
AL77 ED C. BOSSOM,
Architect
Drawn by Hugh Ferriss
"Sheer Height"
THE American business building represents a distinct and national architec-tural style when its design frankly emphasizes its sheer height and outwardly
expresses the inner facts of its con§truaion.
The tall buildings which stand as monuments throughout the country tl the
vision of our architeas and the skill of our engineers have, in the gigantic pro-
files which they rear against the sky, the true American spirit of aspiration and
progress toward even gceater achievements.
2er-linly modern invention—modern engineerirg skill and organization, will
prove more than equal to the demands of the arcniteaure cf the future.
OTIS ELE V A TOR COMP ANY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the World
